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ABOUT AGILE AUSTIN
As the premiere Agile community in central Texas, Agile Austin strives to bring together motivated
individuals, insightful speakers, and local experts to share their knowledge and help the community grow.

OUR MISSION
To connect people and foster professional growth through collaborative events that educate our
community on uncovering better ways to deliver value through Agile values, principles, and practices

HISTORY OF KEEP AUSTIN AGILE CONFERENCE
In 2012, Agile Austin held its first Keep Austin Agile conference at the AT&T Executive Education &
Conference Center in Austin,TX with a mission to elevate the state of Agile practices and educate Agile
practitioners of all levels. Since then, the conference’s multiple subject tracks and interactive workshops
continue to appeal to everyone, from novices to gurus, and technical professionals to company executives.
Keep Austin Agile is one of the top regional Agile conferences in the nation. The 2021 Virtual Keep
Austin Agile Conference is inviting companies to sponsor our 9th annual conference and support our
mission, which is to promote agile software development concepts such as those set forth in the Agile
Manifesto, to create a public forum for the exchange of practice information, and to create opportunities
for the professional development of members.

Keep Austin Agile 2019 at the J.W. Marriott | Austin, TX
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CALL FOR SPONSORS
Thank you for your consideration in sponsoring Agile Austin’s second-ever Virtual Keep Austin Agile
(KAA) conference! Combining international speakers and a global mindset with local impact, the Fall
2021 Virtual KAA: Dare to be Agile is looking for a limited number of sponsors.

As a sponsor, your support will enable 100% of any registration fees collected to be donated to two local
Austin non-profit organizations.

In this document, you will find:
- Core Event Information: Date, Time, etc
- Sponsorship Levels/Offerings
- Marketing Plans and Target Enrollees
- Local Austin Non-Profits
- History of the Virtual Keep Austin Agile
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CORE 2021 VIRTUAL KAA EVENT INFORMATION
The 2021Virtual KAA conference has the theme of “Dare to be Agile”. With this year’s conference, we
aim to inspire and challenge ourselves - to look beyond the current state of agility and explore what’s
possible, from individuals to organizations.

● Date: Friday, November 5th, 2021
● Time: 9:00 am CT - 12:00 noon CT
● Theme: Dare to be Agile
● Speakers: 3 Internationally-recognized speakers will each have ~45 mins presentation time
● Local Non-Profits: 2 prominent Austin organizations will share how they impact/give back to

the local community
● Registration Fees: 100% of the $25 optional registration fees collected will be donated directly

to the 2 local non-profits

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS/OFFERINGS SUMMARY
There are three levels of sponsorship available for the 2021 Virtual KAA: Dare to be Agile conference. To
ensure greater visibility and impact for your sponsorship investment, there will be a limited number of
sponsors for this event. The following is a description of the benefits associated with each level of
sponsorship.

Title Sponsor $1500 (Only One Title Sponsor)
● Multiple Touchpoints via Newsletters, dedicated eBlasts, and Meetups (See Marketing

Plan) - first sponsor listed with larger logo than other sponsors in communications
● Receive opt-in attendees’ contact information post conference
● Logo on Virtual KAA web page w/pass-thru link
● Acknowledgement as Title Sponsor during Virtual KAA conference
● PLUS 5 min speaking opportunity during conference

Gold Sponsor $1000 (Up to Two Gold Sponsors)
● Multiple Touchpoints via Newsletters, dedicated eBlasts, and Meetups (See Marketing

Plan)
● Receive opt-in attendees’ contact information post conference
● Logo on Virtual KAA web page w/pass-thru link
● Acknowledgement as Gold Sponsor during Virtual KAA conference
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Giveaway Sponsor $500 (Only One Giveaway Sponsor)
● Multiple Touchpoints via Newsletters, dedicated eBlasts, and Meetups (See Marketing

Plan)
● Logo display only on Virtual KAA web page (no pass-thru link)
● Acknowledgement as Giveaway Sponsor during Virtual KAA conference

If you are interested in sponsoring the event, please reach out to: kaa@agileaustin.org

Note: Sponsorship is only secured once payment is received from the organization. Further, Agile Austin
has the right to refuse sponsorship from individuals or organizations that are not in alignment with
general values and principles of Agile Austin.

MARKETING PLAN & TARGET ENROLLEES
Marketing for the 2021 Virtual KAA: Dare to be Agile will happen on multiple fronts, including:

● 4 Newsletters (Save the Date in Sept; Register in Sept through Nov, Thank You in Dec)
● 2 Dedicated eBlasts (mid-Sept, mid-Oct)
● Slide in Monthly Special Interest Groups (SIGS) Meetups (6 meetups)
● Slide in Agile Austin Monthly Featured Speaker Series (1 per month in Sept, Oct, and Nov)

Additional social marketing will be done for the event, such as:
● Posts on Agile Austin’s LinkedIn page
● At least one Facebook ad targeted to various agile interests across the United States

Target Enrollees:
● Geography: National with Austin emphasis
● Target Enrollment: 500 participants
● Target Attendees:

○ Agile Coaches (Team & Enterprise - both internal and “external”)
○ Scrum Master
○ Product Manager
○ Executive / Leader (Agile COE leaders, Directors of Agile, etc.)
○ Project/Program Manager
○ Developer
○ Architect
○ Tester
○ UX
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LOCAL AUSTIN NON-PROFITS
To ensure a continued local impact via the Virtual KAA conference, Agile Austin will donate 100% of
any registration fees collected from the registrants to two Austin non-profit organizations, which include:

The Thinkery The mission of The Thinkery is to create innovative learning experiences that equip and
inspire the next generation of creative problem solvers.Through a variety of hands-on, interactive STEAM
(science, technology, engineering, arts, and math) exhibits and programs, Thinkery encourages physical,
emotional and cognitive development for young learners and fosters joyful curiosity for all ages.Thinkery
is a 501(c)(3), private non-profit organization; last year they served more than 460,000 children and their
grown-ups.

NAMI (National Association of Mental Illness) NAMI Central Texas is dedicated to improving the lives
of all individuals affected by mental illness through education, support and advocacy programs. NAMI
Central Texas envisions a community that addresses mental illness as a health issue and provides the
systems, resources and education for all people to achieve recovery.

HISTORY OF THE VIRTUAL KEEP AUSTIN AGILE
Prior to Covid, Keep Austin Agile was a premiere in-person local Agile and Agility conference with over
650 participants. Due to Covid, with a desire to keep connections in a safe/healthy format and education
available via world-class speakers and thought leaders, the Virtual Keep Austin Agile (KAA) conference
was born.

The first Virtual KAA was held in Fall 2020 and piloted a few concepts new to Agile Austin.

First, three speakers were selected via invitation-only, targeting internationally recognized talent -
specifically persons who would likely never travel to Austin for an in-person event.

Second, to ensure local impact, 100% of optional registration fees provided by the registrants would be
donated to two local non-profit organizations. To ensure all the registration fees were passed onto the
non-profits, several sponsors graciously stepped in at the last minute.

With 200+ persons registered in Fall 2020, the reception from the three-speaker format and donations of
all registration fees to two local non-profits was high.

Given the persistence of Covid, the second-ever Virtual KAA will be offered once more in Fall 2021.
With a longer runway and a bit more structure, the targets for this year’s Virtual KAA are set higher.
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